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Uncle Roy All Around You

Handheld computer game

with 2 types of players:

Street players – Physically

present

Online players – Virtually

present
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Purpose

Purpose:

Identify if self-reported location can compete with automated

positioning (GPS)

Why?:

GPS (at the time) often failed to obtain a GPS fix in a reasonable

amount of time

Especially in cities, or under cloud cover
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How do devices localize?

GPS:

Localization by message time-of-flighta

Cellular:

Localization by time-of-flight or signal

strength

WiFi:

Crowdsourced information from Wi-Fi

basestations

Measure by ToF, RSSI, or Angle (for

MIMO based routers)

aPlus special and general relativity
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Self-reported Localization

Two methods of self-reporting location:

• Explicit – Place an avatar on the map at your location, and

click “I am here”

• Implicit – Dragging the map around, with your avatar as the

center of the map. Center is reported as the location
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Raw Evaluation

Two-week study with 272 street players & >440 online

Results from 5,309 explicit declarations & 18,610 implicit

declarations

Type Median (m) Inner Quartile Range (m) Max (m)

Explicit 25 36(48-12) 240

Implicit 39 76(97-21) 553

GPS (differential) 4 N/R 106

GPS (non-differential) 12 N/R 384

Table 1: Raw evaluation of self-reported and automatic reported position
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Issues with Raw Evaluation

Three issues with raw numerical evaluation

1. Does not take into account GPS time-to-fix

2. Does not determine if the error is within tolerable range

3. Does not account for direct/indirect misrepresentation by the

user
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Does self reported location work?

In the context of the game, the solution works if the online players

can guide the street players

Online players sent 3,109 private messages to street users

Of those 1,670 were directly concerned with location
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Does self reported location work?

Five Categories of messages:

1. 735: Confident in location to give future direction

2. 112: Less confident of exact position, clarifying with specific

questions

3. 569: General messages that do not assume precise knowledge

of location

4. 32: Messages that cast doubt on validity of reported positions

5. 222: Request for location updates

Takeaway 1: Online players were able to (with additional

contextual information) readily identify positions and guide users
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Misrepresentation in Self Reporting

Types of misrepresentation:

• Implicit focal point – Players often kept the center of the map

ahead of them

• Explicit position & landmarks – Players would explicitly

declare at nearby landmarks

• Declaring prospectively – Declare position ahead of actual

position; receive clue early, investigate/confirm a chosen route

• Declaring retrospectively – Repositioning the map after

moving far, or to recreate path on map

Takeaway 2: Players adopt strategies for self-reporting,

purposefully misrepresenting actual location
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Dislocation in time, not space

Users are reporting themselves in a location at a different time

• Prospective declarations – Declaring their position at a future

time – Trajectory

• Retrospective declarations – Declaring positions at a past time

Takeaway 3: Users desire information in advance of arriving

at decision point
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Uniqueness of self-reported location

Self-reported location conveys users location and intent

Question: How can automated/invisible localization techniques

understand and reflect intent?

“Context aware systems need to develop a sense of context

that truly is relevant to the activities that their users are

performing. When this process is based on position data,

exploiting natural features of human activity and

communication at the point of data capture may provide

solutions which help us to meaningfully measure the error of

our ways”
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Criticisms

My criticisms of the work

1. Problem with GPS is identified but never quantified

Anecdotal evidence of GPS time-to-fix not supported

numerically

2. Misrepresentaiton through the “looking ahead” implicit error

should be quantifiable

3. No analysis on the verbal messages passed from street player

to online
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